Altmeyer, Sue  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law Library*  

Banks, Tachelle  
*Teacher Education*  


Barnhizer, David R.  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*  

Baskind, Samantha  
*Art Department*  
“‘Everybody Thought I was Catholic’: Audrey Flack’s Jewish Identity.” *American Art.* Vol. 23, No. 1, Spring 2009: 104-115.


Boitel, Craig R.  
*School of Social Work*  

Borden, Michael J.  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*  

Burchfield, Amy  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law Library*

Carl, Jim  
Curriculum & Foundations


Cook, Schuyler M.  
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law Library


Crocker, Phyllis L.  
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Davis, Dena S.  
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


DelVecchio, Rosa Marie  
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law

Dunn, Ronnie A.  
*Urban Studies Department*  

Engelking, Tama Lea  
*Modern Languages Department*  

Ferguson, Robert  
*Teacher Education*  

Forte, David  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*  

Foster, Larry W.  
*School of Social Work*  

Galván, Delia V.  
*Modern Languages Department*  

Garewal, Kevin  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law Library*

Geier, Deborah A.
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Genovese, Jeremy
Curriculum & Foundations


Goodman, Glenn
Health Sciences Department


Gordon Pershey, Monica
Health Sciences Department


Gorla, Rama and S. Al-Harbi
Mechanical Engineering Department


Gorla, Rama
Mechanical Engineering Department


Gorla, Rama (continued)

Mechanical Engineering Department


Gove, Mary

Teacher Education

“DIBELS Assessment: Supportive and Critical Voices From the Field.” *Balanced Reading Instruction*. Spring 2008: 161-178


Green Jr., Matthew W.

*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Gross, Andrew C.

Marketing Department


Hartley, Robert F.

Marketing Department (emeritus)


He, Xiaoxing Z.
Health Sciences Department


Heyward, Carole O.
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Hirsch, Lily E.
Music Department


Hoke, Candice
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Inniss, Lolita Buckner
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Jeffres, Leo W. Jae-won Lee (emeritus) and Guowei Jian
School of Communication


Jeffres, Leo W. Jeanine A. Carroll, Bridget E. Rubenking, and Joe Amschlinger
School of Communication


Jeffres, Leo W. and Kimberly A. Neuendorf
School of Communication


Jeffres, Leo W. Kimberly A. Neuendorf and Cheryl Campanella Bracken
School of Communication


Jeffres, Leo W. Cheryl Campanella Bracken, Guowei Jian and Mary F. Casey

*School of Communication*


Jouan-Westlund, Annie

*Modern Languages Department*


Klaus, Frank M.

*Accounting Department*


Kolosionek, Diane

*Michael Schwartz Library*


Lam, Eddie T.C.

*HPERD*

Lewis, Browne C.  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Little, Kathleen  
*HPERD*


Lupone, George  
*Michael Schwartz Library (emeritus)*


Marczely, David W.  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*

The *Air and Waste Management Association Newsletter Northern Ohio Chapter.* 2009. Editor.

Mathewson, Jessica and Laura Ray  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law Library*


Mawdsley, Ralph D.  
*CASAL*


Mawdsley, Ralph D. (continued)


Mawdsley, Ralph D. (continued)


McKenna, Mary

Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


McLennan, Conor T.

Psychology Department

Menendez, Anthony L.

Teacher Education


Mentch, Fran Barbara Strauss and Carol Zsulya

Michael Schwartz Library


Mika, Karin

Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Mooney, Louise F.

Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Nair, Murali D.

School of Social Work


Nawalaniec, Theresa

Michael Schwartz Library

Niedringhaus, Kristina L.
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law Library

O’Neil, Kevin F.
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law

Patterson, Janice B.
Urban Affairs Department (Associate)

Quigney, Theresa
Teacher Education


Ray, Brian
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Ray, Laura
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law Library


Rehmar, Marie  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law Library*


Reichert, Alan K.  
*Finance Department*


Robertson, Heidi Gorovitz  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Ross-Stroud, Catherine  
*Teacher Education*


Ruben, Alan Miles  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Sagers, Chris  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Schwartz, Sheila (late)
   English Department


Slankard, Mark
   Art Department


Steinglass, Steven H.
   Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Sterio, Milena
   Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Stoddard Dare, Patricia
   School of Social Work


Stoddard Dare, Patricia and Christopher Mallett
   School of Social Work


Stoddard Dare, Patricia, Christopher A. Mallett and Chiquita Welch
   School of Social Work


Stoddard Dare, Patricia, Christopher A. Mallett and Mamadou M. Seck
   School of Social Work

Strauss, Barbara  
Michael Schwartz Library  

Streletzky, Kiril A.  
Physics Department  

Streletzky, Kiril A. and John T. McKenna  
Physics Department  

Sundahl, Mark J.  
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law  


Sundaresan, K.  
Mathematics Department (Retired Professor)  

Thornton, Glenda  
Michael Schwartz Library  


Weinstein, Alan C.  
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law  
Weinstein, Alan C. (continued)

*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Welfel, Elizabeth R.

*CASAL*


Williams, Regennia N.

*History Department*


Wrenhaven, Kelly

*Modern Languages Department*